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Yadin, Yigael, “Another Fragment (E) of the Psalms Scroll from Qumran Cave 11 (11QPs-a),” *Textus* 5 (1966): 1-10 and plates I-V.
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13. Abbreviations


Bib Biblia

BS Bibliotheca Sacra

CanJTh Canadian Journal of Theology

CBQ Catholic Biblical Quarterly

CoBQ College of the Bible Quarterly

CT Christianity Today

Interp Interpretation

JbibLit Journal of Biblical Literature

JBR Journal of Bible and Religion

JETS Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society

JJewSt Journal of Jewish Studies

JQR/JewQR Jewish Quarterly Review

JSOT Journal for the Study of the Old Testament

JSS Journal of Semitic Studies


NTSt New Testament Studies

PTR Princeton Theological Review

SJT Scottish Journal of Theology

TB Tyndale Bulletin

VT Vetus Testamentum

WTJ Westminster Theological Journal

ZAQ Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft

14. Bibliographic note

A good place to begin general reading and research on the Psalms I in the many Bible dictionaries and encyclopedias, as well as the one-volume Bible commentaries. In addition, every Old Testament Introduction (Harrison, Childs, etc.) will have a section of the Psalms. All good commentaries will also have an introductory section on the book.

These are valuable reference sources, and at least one or two should be consulted for a general introduction to Psalms study.